STUDENT 13

Written Case Report
Diagnosis and recommendations using class articles
This paper begins with a history of Child K, test results, explanation (to parents) as to
why these tests were chosen, and a diagnosis. Following this is an explanation as to how
the clinician arrived at making the recommendations for sound treatment selection.
Rationale for choosing treatment words is given, and then an overall summary is given.
For convenience, the summary statement is also given at the beginning.
Summary Statement:
I would start with treating the voiced affricate / d-yogh / in order to indirectly treat
fricatives (the manner most in error and a high number of least knowledge sounds), and
also pick one least-knowledge, late-acquired voiced fricative /eth / (not mastered until
age seven in most males [Smit, Hand et.al, 1990]), for fast, within-manner change of the
voiced and voiceless fricatives (Gierut, Morrisette, Hughes, and Rowland, 1996). (These
two treatment sounds are voiced because treatment of voiced obstruents should facilitate
improvement in voiceless obstruents.) Additionally, / r / is a sound even later-acquired
than / eth /, so treating / r / would indirectly improve / eng / (which is at 0% accuracy, but
stimulable). Treating the late-acquired / r / (later-acquired than fricatives) may also help
in improving the earlier-acquired fricatives, because you shouldn’t necessarily follow
developmental norms in phonological treatment, but rather, treat late-acquired sounds
(1996). Administering intervention to a sound in only one word position would not
promote change in the other word positions for that sound, according to most of Child
K’s PKP substitution patterns, so treatment of more than one word position for each
sound will likely be necessary and close monitoring of across-word position
generalization will be needed. The treatment sounds will be presented to Child K in high
frequency and low-density words. Data will be tracked and charted regularly (see chart
examples in excel file).
History
Child K is a three-and-a-half year-old male who was referred to the WB Speech
Language Clinic for diagnosis and a possible recommendation for treatment for
difficulties with speech sound production. A speech and language assessment was
administered to Child K, on 4/29/2005, and the results are as follows:
Present Findings
Language and speech testing
The Oral Written Language Scale (OWLS) was administered and the three subtests of
this measure indicated that Child K performed well within normal limits in the language

areas of listening comprehension, oral expression, and oral comprehension (performing
near the 50th percentile for each of these subtests). Additionally, the Goldman Fristoe
Test of Articulation 2 was administered to test Child K’s ability to pronounce all of the
consonant speech sounds of English within words (in word initial, medial, and final
positions) in an age-appropriate manner. The results of this test revealed Child K to have
a speech sound delay. He scored at the 5th percentile in this articulation test, meaning his
speech sound production score was better than 5% of the other boys his age who have
taken this same test. A percentile score at or below the 5th percentile indicates a severe
phonological (speech sound production) delay.
The Productive Phonological Knowledge Protocol (PKP) probe was administered to
Child K. Here, Child K was again asked to say a list of words. The sounds within these
words were analyzed and each sound was categorized into one of two sound-knowledge
categories, most knowledge or least knowledge, to give the clinician an idea about how to
best treat the misarticulated sounds.
The PKP probe revealed:
•
•
•
•

four sounds to be 100% accurate (PKP level 1)
eight sounds to be between 50% and 99% accurate
three sounds to be 49% accurate or below, but occasionally accurate
six sounds to be 0% accurate. (PKP level 6)

These findings assist the clinician in classifying and ranking errors, so that the
appropriate treatment can be given.
Consistency of errors
The probe also revealed the kinds of substitution errors made for each sound error and
helped the clinician classify the sound errors across word positions as consistent or
inconsistent, which aids the clinician in treatment decisions. For example, the probe told
us that Child K substituted / d /, / b /, and / w / for the sound / v /, and he sometimes
omitted a sound for / v /. These errors vary, thus, for the sound / v /, the child is said to
have inconsistent substitutions. The clinician was hoping to find consistent errors, which
save the clinician time because he/she only needs to treat one sound position in order for
generalization to other sound positions to take place (Forrest, Dinnsen, and Elbert, 1997),
however, most all of the errors found were inconsistent.
Stimulability testing
For each of the sounds that Child K did not say within the PKP probe, the clinician spent
a short amount of time trying to show Child K how to produce these sounds. This
process is called stimulability testing. The clinician wasn’t looking to quickly “fix” these
sounds, because correcting these sounds involves consistent intervention, but rather, the
clinician was using this data to determine the sounds that might be most effective to focus
on during treatment.

Stimulable sounds: / n, eng (as in ring), k, g, theta (as in think), eth (as in those), s, and
esh (as in she) /
Nonstimulable sounds: / f, v, z, l, r /
Clear and accurate diagnosis. Justification related to GFTA scores and globally
summarized accuracy results; however , it would have been better to list specific
sounds in each accuracy level and comment on the age-appropriateness of these
errors. OWLS results reported and correctly interpreted. It is clear that the student
intended to recommend treatment (see below) but this is never explicitly stated.
Moreover, it is unclear what type of treatment is recommended (individual vs.
group) and the frequency.
Accurate but further details needed; Recommendation lacking
Treatment Recommendations
The above information from the PKP and stimulability testing were used to assist the
clinician in choosing the most appropriate sounds to treat, with the idea that treating some
sounds directly results in other sounds being indirectly improved. This idea is called
generalization (Gierut, Elbert, and Dinnsen, 1987; Gierut, Morrisette, Hughes, and
Rowland, 1996). Research has shown that treating nonstimulable sound errors can result
in generalization to non-treated sound errors (Miccio, Elbert, and Forrest, 1999).
Therefore, for Child K, we will focus on treating one or more of the sounds in his
Nonstimulable sounds list. But as we are choosing the most efficient sounds to treat
based on stimulability results, we must also consider the sounds that were revealed by the
PKP to be classified as most knowledge or least knowledge.
It has been found that treating the sounds errors classified as least knowledge results in
greater generalization to untreated sound errors (Gierut, Elbert, and Dinnsen, 1987). A
sound error was classified as least knowledge by these investigators if it was rated
between levels four and six, with level six representing the least amount of phonological
knowledge (0% accuracy). Sound errors were classified as most knowledge if they were
rated between one and three, with level one representing the most amount of
phonological knowledge (100% accuracy).
Since Child K’s treatment sounds will be selected from the list of his sound errors
classified as least knowledge errors (levels 4 –6), a list of these sounds was made (only
levels 5 and 6 shown).
Level 5: v, f, z, k
Level 6: eng (as in ring), g, theta (as in think), eth (as in those), l, r
We see that all of the sounds in the nonstimulable list are also classified as least
knowledge (levels 5 and 6), meaning these would be good sounds to target in treatment,
and level 6 would be better to target than level 5 (Gierut, Elbert, and Dinnsen, 1987). But
it is possible to further narrow which sounds are best for treatment between levels 5 and
6. To do this, first we must classify the Level 5 and 6 sounds into manner.

Stops: g, k
Nasals: eng
Liquids: l, r
Fricatives: v, f, z, theta, eth
Through universal language laws we learn that marked sounds are more efficacious to
treat than unmarked sounds because if you treat marked sounds, unmarked sounds will
follow.
Marked

Unmarked

Consonants
Fricatives
Affricates
Voiced Obstruents
Liquids
Clusters

Vowels
stops
Fricatives
voiceless obstruents
nasals
singletons

So looking at the sounds in Levels 5 and 6 and looking at the manner classification in
regard to the universal language laws, we can see that if we treat / l / and / r / (liquids),
then / eng / (nasal) should follow. And if we treat / eth / (voiced obstruent fricative),
Voiceless obstruents / theta / and / f / should follow, and from treating the fricative / eth /,
the stops / g / and / k / should also follow. However, there are still problems because the
fricatives / z / and / v / and still unaccounted for. And, / theta / and / eth / were stimulable
and Miccio, Elbert, and Forrest support treating nonstimulable sounds instead (Miccio,
Elbert, and Forrest, 1999) So a better treatment may be needed.
If you notice, all of the fricatives tested are in error, and most of them are in error a
majority of the time. We could either treat / z / and / v / individually, but a better way to
treat them, and treat the other fricatives mentioned above, would be to focus on treating a
manner more marked than fricatives. That manner is affricates (t-esh/ and / d-yogh/).
By treating affricates, fricatives will follow, which is what Child K’s sound system most
needs. However, both / t-esh/ and /d-yogh/ are 100% correct in at least one position,
ranking them higher in productive phonological knowledge than the fricatives already
mentioned. (They are ranked at least at a level four.) Even though Child K has more
phonological knowledge about these two affricates than he has of the fricatives,
continued treatment of d-yogh and t-esh (especially treatment of d-yogh, since it is more
marked than t-esh) should facilitate treatment in the fricatives / z, v, theta, eth, and f /,
which should facilitate treatment of the stops / g k /.
As was mentioned earlier, treating sounds that have consistent sound substitution errors is
good because you only have to treat one word position and the child will generalize to the
other two word positions (Forrest, Dinnsen, and Elbert, 1997). Unfortunately, of all of
the Level 5 and 6 treatment sounds mentioned above, only / g. eng / and / r / could be

classified as having consistent substitution patterns (with either one sound substitution or
an omission for each). / g / does not need to be directly treated. And it would be
preferable to treat / r / to / eng / since it is more marked. / r / is also later-acquired than
the fricatives, and if treated, could assist their development.
All information discussed in class is accurately discussed here. However, it is really
hard to follow which sounds are being selected for treatment and why. Clarity needs
to be greatly improved. Note that even though the affricates are marked, these are
more knowledge sounds and thus it is unlikely that treatment of affricates will
produce change in other least knowledge sounds (i.e., the fricatives). I think you
need to re-consider this. Also, eth is marked and least knowledge but stimulable so
it is likely to improve on it's own without treatment. I think you need to work
through your sound selection in a more systematic way. Apply a criteria
(nonstimulable, least knowledge, late acquired, etc.) and eliminate sounds that don't
fit that criteria. By the time you get to the end, you should have only a few sounds
left that match all the criteria discussed in class. I think /l/ or /r/ would be the best
sounds for this child because they are non-stimulable, least knowledge, lateacquired, and marked. Both are inconsistent within and across position so you
would need to carefully consider which position to begin with and really monitor
closely for generalization.
Breadth of justification appropriate but not applied systematically so the "best"
sound(s) not selected for treatment. No justification provided for word position.
Treatment words
The Washington University in St. Louis posts a website for calculating word frequency
and neighborhood density for selecting words to use as treatment sounds during
treatment. If treating a sound by putting it within a word, the choice of word(s) to use
can make a significant difference in how well the child learns the sound and how well the
child generalizes the knowledge within and across sound classes. The best way to get
this within and across sound class generalization is to place the sound in words that are
high in frequency (Gierut, 1999; Morrisette and Gierut, 2002). Word frequency can be
calculated by a lexical database such as the Washington University database.
Additionally, if change is needed in just the treated sound (if generalization to other
sounds classes is not needed), then low-density words will serve this goal best (Morrisette
and Gierut, 2002).
Additionally, word frequency and neighborhood density are also important if trying to
predict which words a child will generalize the newly-learned sounds too. Gierut and
Storkel found that words that are most vulnerable to sound change are high frequency
words if the sound is in prevocalic position, and low frequency and high-density words if
the sound is in postvocalic position (Gierut and Storkel, 2002).
Using the Washington University at St. Louis Neighborhood Density and Word
Frequency Database to look for high-frequency and low-density words

Set frequency “low filter” to 100
Set density “high filter” to 10
This means it cuts out everything with frequency lower than 100 and it cuts out
everything with density above 10
10 High frequency/ low density words:
(d-yogh)
Jade
Jaw
Joy
jay
(r)
roe
raw
ray
rye
(eth)
they
this
10 words selected that target the selected sounds. All words are high frequency and
low density. Note that in Morrisette and Gierut, density was balanced in the high
frequency condition so you may not get the same results with your selection of all
low density words. Your approach is a logical extension of Morrisette and Gierut.
Just make sure you monitor for change because you are going out on a limb a little.
Appropriate
Tracking data
Progress of both treated and untreated sounds will be tracked weekly and bi-weekly,
respectively. See attached excel file for a detailed description.
Excel file shows scoresheet and graphing method. All low accuracy sounds
monitored, except "eng" which probably should be monitored. Need to explicitly
state why these sounds are being monitored (i.e., broad system wide change is
expected).
Summary Statement:
I would start with treating the voiced affricate / d-yogh / in order to indirectly treat
fricatives (the manner most in error and a high number of least knowledge sounds), and
also pick one least-knowledge, late-acquired voiced fricative /eth / (not mastered until

age seven in most males [Smit, Hand et.al, 1990]), for fast, within-manner change of the
voiced and voiceless fricatives (Gierut, Morrisette, Hughes, and Rowland, 1996). (These
two treatment sounds are voiced because treatment of voiced obstruents should facilitate
improvement in voiceless obstruents.) Additionally, / r / is a sound even later-acquired
than / eth /, so treating / r / would indirectly improve / eng / (which is at 0% accuracy, but
stimulable). Treating the late-acquired / r / (later-acquired than fricatives) may also help
in improving the earlier-acquired fricatives, because you shouldn’t necessarily follow
developmental norms in phonological treatment, but rather, treat late-acquired sounds
(1996). Administering intervention to a sound in only one word position would not
promote change in the other word positions for that sound, according to most of Child
K’s PKP substitution patterns, so treatment of more than one word position for each
sound will likely be necessary and close monitoring of across-word position
generalization will be needed. The treatment sounds will be presented to Child K in high
frequency and low-density words. Data will be tracked and charted regularly (see chart
examples in excel file).

GRADE: B
Minor issues (more details needed, etc.) for diagnosis, treatment words, and
scoresheet/data analysis. More significant problems selecting sounds for treatment.
Work on systematically applying the criteria reviewed in class to yield a few welljustified treatment sounds.

